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Final Abstract

The International Reading Association (IRA) revised the Stufflebeam
joint committee's "Standards for Evaluations" to assist the reading
profession in interpreting reading program evaluations." Under ,

development by IRA for a year prior to field test, the adaptation
work resulted if a draft dOcument. This proiject involved a field
test_jof the IRA adaptation in four local school districts. The
purpbses of the field test were to assess the usefulness of the
adapted standards'and to enable IRA further to improve and tailor
its work to local school-personnel's needs.

School districts currently conducting or interpreting an evaluation
of their local reading program participated. Local staff were
oriented to the IRA draft "Guidelines" and then applied them in
thqir. districts. Project staff gathered feedback concerning the
Guidelines from the local.distCicts du4ng and immediately after
the field test.. Based on the results, the Guidelines were revised,
reviewed by various IRA Committee members, and prepared in final
draft form. They will soon be ptiblish4d by.IRA and distributed to
is membership. Other disseminaTion,procedures are underway.

Local-school personnel consider reading program evaluation to be
an important activity. However, most districts are without access
to professional assistanc in interpreting evaluations. Based on
the many requests IRA re ives for assistance of this type, the
publication that results froi-this project has the potential for
guiding a.large.number o 1 al districts toward better use of
,evaluations. The field study. enabled IRA to conduct am empirically
based revision cycle for the Guidelinirs, thus making them more
useful to local school districts:
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Executive Summary

An Adaptation of the "Standard's for EValuations" for the Interpretation,

of Reading Program Evaluations (NIE-G-80-007S) $

I. PROJECT BACKGROUND

EvalUations, Of educational programs and materials are an mpOttant concern of
almost all school administrators. Although many procedures for conducting such
-evaluations have evolved, most local 'school perionnel are not trained in these
fethniques. Further, local staff is often even less equipped to evaluate an
evaluatibn -- to analyze the procedures used, data included, and conclusions \

reached. It is toward this,latter problem -- interpreting an evaluation report --
that this proposal is directed.

I

In 1978, the.International Reading Association (IRA) organized. a Committee on the
Study of Reading Program Evaluations. This CommV:tee, had as, its primary charge fo
develop "criteria to be used to judge the adequacy of the evidence to support the
superiority of apaticular reading program..." .The L'ommittee used the Standards
for Evaluations of Educational Programs; Projects; and Materials document asa
starting point in evolving to. written set, of "Guidelines for Reviewing Evaluation .

Reports" to be used by people attempting to assess an evaluation report. This
work went through:threerevisions prior to the.field test funded by this grant.
The purpose of the field trial was to assess,the Guidelines' usefulness and improve
upon them before] making available a revised set of Guidelines to IRA''s general
membership.

IRA members are involved in the interpretation and use of literally thousands of
reading program evaluations annually. The adaptations we piopose to pubtsh,
assisted by this funding; will find wide use among our 70,000 members: 'Further,'
this work will improve both the understanding of evaluations by school personnel,
and the interpretation and application of such evaluations on a local level..

II. PROJECT -ACTIVITIES'

The IRA,Study of Reading Program Evaluations Committee conducted this project,
with assistance from the'IRAResearch Departlent. There were essentially eight
stages to the project, as outlined below.

. Finalize the Guidelines dtaft and Field Test plans. This was completed in
two stages. "An-vilitqxim set of Guidelines was developed for review in 'day, 1980.
These -Guidelines were then further revised and adapted at an August, 197-meeting
of the,Coilmi,ttee. .Also, at that time, general plans for the field test were discused,
6,ite`selection procedure and materials were finalized, and plans for the orientation
for local field test ociordinators,were made.

1-

2. Site Selection. During,September, 1980,,105 IRA local council pXesiiients were .

sent infirmation concerning the,field test, 3olicit1ng the participation of their
member school districts. A second mailing wa.s made to a somewt-expanded list of
local cQuncils during October. These two mailihgs resulted in algoroximately 20
inquiries or expressiojs of interest. From this number, a list of five districts

R
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from four stated with varied evaluatio experiences; mat ials, and interes13was
*determined. These districtswere form ly invited-to p tiCipate. sirfee one of
these districts later was forced to withdraw,* the field test was conducted with
four sites,

./
Orientation for Local Districts. This meeting was held January 18-20, 1981

at IrnheadquarteiiNewark,Delaware. At that time, committee members and
appropriate IRA staff members met with repi-esentatives of the four tield-test
districts. These districts were: Webster (NY) Central SchOol, District,'RoCk
Falls TIT._ (IL) High School District, Houghton Lake (MI) Community Schools, and
Downers Grove (IL) Grade School District.

4.

During this meeting, 'the project was explained to the field test coordinators,
the draft Guidelines were discussed ih detail, and lotal implementation procedures
for the field test were discussed. One IJ.A committee member was assignedto -each
local district as its "IRA contact person." Based on feedback received-at this

. meeting,.additional revisions were made .to the Guidelines. The Guidelines revised
as a cesulteof/the orientation meetin was the set used for the field test.

4. Field Test. Following the meeting in Delaware; each of the field.. test
coordinators conducted informal "orientation sessions" with several persons in
their district who had interest in or residOnsibility for some, aspect of a reading'
program Valuation. Then various local personnel were asked to review independently
the Guidelines draft document. The focus of the review was On how the Guidelines
could best be improved in content, organization, scope, or wording. The 22 loc'a'l

reviewers were'also asked to complete a "Comments & Reactions," page.

The review led to several conclusion's concerning the Guidelines draft. R rst,
selected'portions of the Guidelines required additional clarification, editing
and/or rewriting. Second, despite these many suggestionS, the reviewers generally
found the document to be very comprehensive and clearly organized, readable and
reasonable for school use,.and sufficiently non-technical. The primary negative

4 reaction received from reviewers was that the Guidelines were almost too compre-
hensive and needed to-be shortened soMewhat, with jargon eliminated. .

N.

5. Site Visitations. Two site visits were scheduled for each field tests district.
The first wad to be made by the ComMittee member assignedto-the district.;, the
secondvisit was to-be'made by .a ReseirchtSpecialist from.JRA headquarters. The
pui.pose of the two visits was the; same: 'to meet with/interview lOcal pcopae who
had participated in the field test review process to obtain their reactions to 'and
suggestions for the Guidelines.

,

Both Committee members and local 'toordinators reacted well to the format and scope
of the visits and no difficulties were encoultered. Further, local reviewers gave
willingly of their time for these interviews- and ilpiced,positive reactions both to
the projector their distritt's participation.

6. Committee Revision of the-Guidelines. During the IR.5,,Ihnual Meeting, Committee
members met to revise the Guidelines. Bdfare this-tlme, Colmittee members had sub-
mitted written,summaries of their site visits for 1eview. Both genera.l topics
concerning the purpose,' audience, Overall tone, and scopd of 4e ;uidelines,.as well
as 'specific wording and rewritti.ng sutkestions were.explOrea. Guidelines, draft's.,

reviewed by the various local personnel wereused to make revisions in the draft.'
Many changes made in the Guidelines at this stage, based on the field test reSults,

Oa



'. IRA Review1of the Revised Guidelines. A revised' version of the Guidelines
draft was sent to.1-01, selected IRA Nolunteers,'including chairpersons pi each
,of 18' IRA Standing-And Ad Hoc Committees and all members of2four coiinnittees,
the membership's of which istheavily' weighted with people interested- in .mod knowledge,
able about evaluation... The 101 people were asked to "critically review" the draft
and make either editorial or substantive comments. They were also asked to complete
a "Comments &, Reactions" form similar to that used in the field test. -

a

3. Final Draft. Although this phase of the project was.mot covered by NIE funding,. ,

nor does it fallwithin'the activities of the grant, it is outlined here for closure
purposes. As with the field test responses, the most worthwhile.portions of the IRA
review were the'comments item ,by item and major section by section. These comments
were used to pull together yet another revision of the Guidelines which is currently
being .eVieWed by Committee members. The proposed ,final draft 'will be submitted to
the IRA Board of Directors in March'for approval.. This "final draft" version will

'be referred to the rRA Pub ications_Committee for dissemination.,

(III. ANTICIPATED USES AND USEFULNES OF THE GUIDEI.II:ES

In general, we would make the following ob.iervatiOns concerning the anticipated
usefulness of the.final Guidelines:

1. The Guidelines as a whole are -yoo comprehensive for most local evaluations.
MaximUm usefulness will probably. result 'if a, small group of -local, personnel
seleFt the relevant portions of the Guidelines and the entire set is reduced to
some limited subset ontems especially pertinent locally. This ds now suggested
in the Introduction.

2. The two primary uses of the Guidelines will proba6'ly be (A) in reviewing plans
for an internal evaluation before the evaluation begins -- look,ing for additional
components to be considered; and (B) in judging the quality of an external evaluation
after it has been completed. We believe that, for these two purposes, th9-Cuidelines
will be heipful.as a stand-alone document for most districts.

3. Use of the Guidelines for either the planning or evaluating function would
probably be improt4d if an orientation to the topic and document was_available.
We will continue to explore this impression through the sessions to be conducted
over the next several months using theIuidelines.

IV. PROJECT FUNDING AND STAFFING

The project was funded for the budgeted total of $11,082. Despite greatly increased
travel costs during.the contract period, the total cost to NIIF.'of this project wats.
$9551.64. All professional time for this project, excevt that spent by our-IRA
Aeadquarters Assistant, was donated to IRA. Records of this'tite were kept by each
Committee member andllocal field,Iest coordinator during the project. These items
totaled to 137 professional days. It is clew!. that the. project was completed
minimal cost due largely to the donation of time by these concerned professionals,
all of whom we sincerely thank.



.Figuring donated staff time at at -estimated $150 per day, inelyding benefits, and
including no additional overhead expenses, it is estimated that the total "cost"
o this project was over $31,000, only 30% of which was charged back to NIB.
r jcts'sm4 as this seem to be an ideal way for governmental agencies to derive

ma imum impaet for their shrinking contract/grant funds.

DISSEMINATION AND DISTRIBUTIOP 'PLAN

Clearly, the ultimate, impact of our efforts will depend on the extent to which
the Guidelines are disseminated to the IRA membership and interested others.
We have been keenly aware of this throughout the project and have already finalized
the following plans:

4. -*Presentations at Conferences. -Sessions Ave,been'proposed and accepted for
presentation as,of this date at three Conferences. Presenters will be either
Committee members or participants ip the field test,. In addition to these
currently scheduled sessions, two proposals for, additional presentations are
planned. Feedback from these sessions will assist IRA in additional refinement of
the Guidelines for publication,

,

B. Publications. The final, draft of the Guidelines will be- submitted by the
Committee for approval by the.112.4. Board of Directors:_ Following approval:the
Publications Committee will decide on -the means of distribution for the Guide-
lines via the IRA publications sys em. Finally, an article describing the develop-
ment of the Guidelines will be subOitted to The Reading Teacherwor Journal of
Reading for publication. All of these efforts 'Mould ensure the,wide distribution
of the Guidelinet to'intensted professionals.

.
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FINAL REPORT

An Adaptation of the ..:Standards for Eviluations" foi the Interpretation

of 'Reading Program Evaluations (NIE-G-80-0075) 1/*

(T. PROJECT BACKGROUND

Evaluations of educational programs and materials are an important concern oil'
almost all- school administrators. Although many procedures for, conducting' such
evaluations' have evolved over the past 30 years or so, most local school personnel,
Are not ttainea in these techniques. Further, local staff is often even less
equipped to e'aluate an evaluation -- to analyze the procedures used, data included,
And conclusions reached. latter problem -- interpreting an
evalyt41Mi report -- that this proposal 1.iai'rect--tit:

The recently completed.Sitandards for,Evaivations of Educational Programs, Projects,
and Materials (McGraw-Hill, 1981) were developed to fill the widely perceived need .

for standards for program evaluation similai to the APA- AERA -NCME standards for
published tests. These Standards for EvaluationS, partially funded'by the National
Institute 'of Education, may eventually find wide_use in guiding the conduct and
evaluation of educational evaluations. However; the Standards in'their complete
for are very comprehensive,and broadly based.

Because of this,'and because of frequent requests from members for Such assistance,
. in 1978 the International Reading Association (IRA) ofganized. a Committee on the
Study of Reading Program Evaluations." This Committee has had as its primary
charge to develop "criteria to be used to judge the adequacy of the evidence to
support the superiority of a particular reading program...." The Committee used`
the Standards for Evaluations document and various other evaluation, guidelines as

,,, starting points in evolving a written spt of questions, termed "Guidelines for
Reviewing 'Evaluation Reports," to be used by people aitemptingto assess an
evaluation report....This work went through three revisions by the Committee,prior
to the field test funded,by this grant. The purpose of the field trial was to \
assess'the Guidelines' usefulness.and.improve upon them before making available
a revised set of Guidelines to IRA's general membership.

IRA members are involved .in the interpretation and use of literally thousands of
readling program evaluations annually. It is our belief that fhb adaptat,ions we
propose to publish, assisted by this funding, will find wick use among our 70,000,

members. Further, this work will serve to improve ?oth the understaiding of
evaluations by schdol personnel and the interpretation and application of such
evaluations on a local revel.

Obviously, there is a multitude of types of evaluations available to school
personnel. Such variables as whether the evaluation is internally or externally
conducted; its duration and .scope; whether it contains qualitative, quantitative,
or b9th,types of data; whether its purpose is to assess ongoing programs or'
propose revisions; etc. all distinguish various types of such evaluations. The
Guidelines developed clearly cannot be equally valuable in interpreting all.type
of evaluations. However, 'therite generally Applicable to internal and external,
short and long-term, and quantitative and qualitative formal, written evaluations.
We believe that they will assist local personnel in assessing the content, of most
of)the wide variety of evaluations with which they come in frequent contact,

4



II. PROSECT ACTIVITIES

.
.

The International Reading AssoQ ation (IRA) Study ofRe6ding Program Evaltations
Committee conducted this proje , withiassistance from the IRA Research Depart-
ment. There were essentially eight stages to the, project) as outlined below.

1., Finalize the Guidelines draft and Field Test plans. This was .completed in
two stages. An interim set of Guidelines was developed for review in May,1980
by Committee members. These Guidelines were then further revised and adapted
at an 1980 meeting of the Committee in Indianapolis. Ascl at that-time,
general plans for the field test were discussed, site selection procedures and
materials were finalized and plans for the orientation for local field test
coordinators were made. This activity was completed essentially as originally
planned and scheduled. NIE funding financed the Committee's August meeting.
Committee members and their current professional affiliations are listed below:

Michael Bed, Chair
Senior Project Director
The Psychological Corp.

Mary Seiferts,IRA Headquarters
Research Specialist

. International Reading Association

Roger Farr

Directors Smith Research' Center
Indiana'University

Frank Ferris
Director of Reading

r Spencerport (NY) Central Schools,

Edward Smith

Basic Skills Improvement Office-DOE
Washington; D.C.

Alden Moe, IRA Board of
Directors liaison N

Professor of Education
Purdue University

Rebecca Barr
Department of Education
Universityof Chicago

Jerome Harste
Assoc. Professor of Reading

EducatiOn
Indiana University

Susan Stuber
Title I Director
Oscoda (MI) Area Schools

. 2. Site Selection. During September', 1980, 105 IRA local council presidents
were sent. information Concerning the field test, soliciting the participation of...

,. their member school districts. We had antidipated a faster and larger return
from this mailing than we'actually experienced. For both of these reasons, a 1111,

-second follow-up mailing was made to a somewhat-expanded list of local councils
during October. These two mailings resulted in approximately 20 inquirfes or
expressions of interest. From this number, seven apparent good candidates were
selected and tontacted for more information concvning their evaluations work.
Finally, a list of five districts from four states with varied evaluation
experiences,.materials, and interest was determined. These_ districts were
formally invited to participate. ,Unfortunately, one of these districts later
was forced to withdraw due to a new local board of education ruling prohibiting
travel outside the district by any staff memberwiegardless of cost r

ue
"mburspene.

Despite discussions with the superintendent on matter, we were able to
Iltrobtain exemption for the project. Due to the less of the date an the lack
of an appropriate substitute district, the field-test was conducted with four
sites.

J

1
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3. Orientation for Local Districts. The schedule for this meetingwas finalized
Cihen-the site selection activities were completed. The meeting Was held January
18-20, 1981 at IRA headqup.rters in Newark, Delaware. At that time, committee
members and appropriate IRA staff members met with representatives of the four
field test distrifts. These districts and the local field test coordinators
were: .

Webster (NY) Central School District Janice Strege
Reading Coordinator

- .Edward Mulvaney

.Reading Specialist

Rock Falls Township (IL) High School

O .

Houghton Lake. (MI) Community Schools - Ken Roberts

Curriculum/Federal TTojets Dir.

D ers Grove (IL) Grade Sthool Dist - Ronald'ftle
110 Asst. Supt. for Instruction

1

During this meeting, the project was explained to the field test coordinato rs,
the draft Guidelines were discussed in detail, Sample'emaluation reporttwas
"rated" using the Guidelines;, and local implementation'procedures for the field
test were discussed. One IRA committee member was assigned to each local district
as its "IRA contact person." This person was in charge ofMaintaining contact
with the local field test coordinator Cronceping.the project and with making a
site visit to the district. Based on feedback received at this meeting, additional
revisions were made to the Guidelines: The Guidelines revised as a result of the
orientation meeting was the set used for the field test. Although we had not
originally planned to make a.revision at this point, the concensus'of opinion was
that the revisions were iMportant and that the usefulness of the'field test would
be increased if the revised version was used. A copy of the'field test Guidelines
is presented in Appendix A.

The meeting was considered very successful by Committee members and field test
coordinators, and we believe it improved significantly the-implementation of the
field test and the l'esults obtained therefrom. This meeting was funded by the
NIE grant. FolloWing the meeting, the IRA public information office sent a press
release describing the field test to the hometown newspaper of each Committee
member and local'field test coordinator, These stories, which mentioned NIE'S
support for the project, highlighted the cooperation of the local districts in the
field test.

4. Field Test. Following the meeting in Delaware, each of the four field test
coordinators conducted informal "orientation sessions" concerning the'field test
with several persons in their district who had interest An or responsibility for
some aspect of a reading program evaluation. The_purpose for the development of
tpe. Guidelines was discussed, as well as the intent tharthe Guidelines be

/*generic'," rather than being tailored to any particular type of evaluation.
,Following the orientation, all local personnel were asked to review independently
(the Guidelines draft document. Th& focus of the review was on how the
Guidelines could best be improved in content, organization, scope, or wording.
The reviewers were mad aware that both fine, "'editorial" suggestions as well as
more global, qhflosophical" comments were being sought. Reviewers were asked to
make their comments with their own local evaluation concerns in Mind, while
remembering that the final Guidelines were to be used with various types of
evaluations. After working through the Guidelines item by item, local reviewers
were asked to complete a "Comments & Reactions" page.

A
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-- A total of 22 local personnel (4-7 per field test district) completed a review ,

of the Guidelines; of these, 19 people completed the "Comments,and Reactions"
/. form. According to primary job responsibility, the 22 local reviewers included

6 classroom teachers, 4 principals, 3 reading teachers, 2 reading.coordinatbrs,4
2 curriculum directors, 2 counselors, and 1 each superintendent, assistant
superintendent,.and test director. Following the review, the ldcalqield test
coordinators collected the Guidelines and reactions forms and returned;:them to
their IRA Cominittee contact person. A summary of the "Comments'and Nactions"
form is presented in Appendix B.

The review resuited in the Committee reaching several conclusions concerning the
_GUidelines draft. First, Selected portions of the.Guidelines required additional
clarification, editing, and/or rewriting.' Second, despite these many editorial-
type suggestions, the reviewers generally found the document to be very compre-
hensive and clearly'organized, at least somewhat readable and reasonable fors
school use, and sufficiently non-technical. Many reviewers surprisingly indi-
cated that the document would be more (or at least as) useful in planning an
evaluation as in interpreting an evaluation already completed. This led to
much discussion in later committee work. The primary negative reactions received
fr reviewers was that the Guidelines were almost too comprehensive and needed

to Te shortened somewhat, with jargon eliminated.

5. Site Visitations.. Two site visits were scheduled foraach field test
district. The first was to be.made by the,Committee member assigned to the
district,; the second visit was to be made by Mary Seifert, the Research Specialist
from IRA headquarters. The purpose of the two'visits was.the.same: to meet with/`
interview local people who had participated in the field test review process to .,

obtain their reactions'to and suggestions for the,Guidelines. Two visits were
used since we considered it'likely that somewhat different qualitative evaluations
would be obtained if two different people met with district staff at two different
times.

,

The "formats" of the site visits varied between, and often within, the districtS.
$ That is, for some site visits, the IRA Committee representative met individually
with the local reviewers. In other instances, ja group meeting was used in which
the local field test coordinat participated. Still other visits were group

was the responsibility of th local coordinator, although, they were urged to vary0/5
meetings excluding the local rdinator, Arranging the formats of the site visits

the format for the two visits., ,Both Committee members and local coordinators
reacted well to the format and scope of the visits and no difficulties were
encountered. Further, local reviewers gave willingly of their time'for these
meetings or interviews and in most instances voiced positive reactions both to
the project or their district's participation.

Due to various schedule conflicts and .the variability of local Progress on the
review of the Guidelines; one of the four field test sites was visited only once.
The Principal Invegtigator interViewed'the local field test coordinator via phone
in this instance as the "Second visit." Although the failure to make a-seCond
visit at this-site was unfortunate, it is not likely to have affected materially
the results of the field test. ' .

-4- t f1
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6. Committee Revision of the Guidelines. During theliRA Annual Meeting, Committee
members and their Headquarters.Research Specialist met on twoloccasions to revise
the,Guidelines: Before this time, Committee members and Mary Seifert had submitted
written:summaries of their site visits for review. Both general topics concerning
the purpose, audience,, overall tone,, and scope of the Guidelines, as well as
specific wording and rewritting suggestions were explored. Guidelines drafts
reviewed by the' various local personnel were used to make revisions in the.draft.
Major changes made in the'Guidelines at this stage, based on the field test
results were:

. A. The Guidelines were reduced in length by almost a quarter." The number of
specific items included in the Guidelines was reduced from 156 .to 119. Mast of
these eliminations were made beCause of specific recommendations of the field test,
reviewers, as well as the frequent fieldtest comment that the Guidelines were

.currently too long and complex.

B. The field test.Guidelines contained\essentially two sections for each included.
item -- one indicating,the,topic was addressed in planning the report; the second'
indicating the topic was included in the 'actual report itself. The dual categories
Were used because of suggestions made at the field testiorientation meeting. How-
ever, the two sets of ratings were considered by many field test reviewers to be
confdsing and/or unneOessaFY. Therefore, in the revised draft, we returned to a
single set of categories,

C. The ti.61d--test Widelines topics were worded as questi ons rather than state--
ments. This..,,issue had been diScussed at every jucture in the development of the
Guidelines. Our best judgement at the time of field test was that questions were ,

preferable. .However, the field test resultS in/ dicated otherwise",.and we returned
, . 6to declarative statements.

k

D. Various changes were made in the wo rding of well over half of the included
items. Many of these changes had, the effect of'eeduding the-length and the

` ,'"jargon load" of the items, es recommended during the field .test.

E. One of the.six sections, "Local Conditiops," was reduced substantially in
length and eliminated as a separate section. Remaining topics were included in
the "Focus" section. The "Local Conditions",section was the most heavily
criticized portion of the field test draft.

F. The "Information Sources" section was reduced substantially in,length (by
about 1/3). Many field test reviewers had commented that the draft version was
to?_technical and was unreAdstically beyond the scope of typical school personnel.

G. A section was added-to the Introduction to more clearly indicate that many of
the topics included would not be appi:opriate for every particular localoevaluati6n.
This is, thq Guidelines.are,intended to be more comprehensive than any given .

report. Therefore, the best use of the GuidelineS'in a local situation may be -to
narrow,down the entire list of topics to those on which there is some consensus
as to importance to the local evaluation.

Along the same lines, a sentence waS added stating that response's of "No" did not
necessarily imply'weaknesses in the evaluation. Some field test reviewers feared
people would merely tally tie "Yes" and "No" responses an attempt to derive
some quantitative "score" for the report. This was to bediscouraged.
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7. IRA Reliiew of tie Revis'edjpuidelines. Appendix C4dbntains a copy of-the.
-Guidelines as revised basedioq t}le field test. This version was sent to 101
selected'IRA voluntdeis, ^Including chairpersons of each of the 48 IRA.Standiq
and Ad Hot Committees and '11..11 membefs'of the following committees: Evaluation of ,

Tests,,Teacher Education, -'!todies and Research and Interpretation and Akalysis. . .
1)1' NAEP Reading Asses*Smentnata., These four committees were selected because
their memberships are he ally weighted with people, interested in and knotstledgeable
about evaluation. . .. .

1,
,

-...-
. , i

. *
The,101 people were asked to "critically review" the draft and'make either
editorial,or substantive comment4 (see Appendix D).. They were also asked to .

complete a "Comments and Reactions"' form stmilar-to that used in the field test.
,

By the-d#adline for.responding, 4Sr t!tpclies'had been received, including 41 wha ,

,1
(

completed the evaluation form. These data are'sukmarized'in Appendix E.
. ,

. ,,;

:

1

vf,

Concurrently with this review, members of the Committee for the Study Of Reading
Program Evaluations made additional comments On this MOst,current draft of the
Guidelines. These comments were pooled with these of the other reviewers..

'

Interestingly and probably not surprisingly,ithere,were several parallels
between the ratings during 'and after the field test. Both sets of respondent.
saw the Guidelines-draft§ as being well-organizedt comprehensive, and useful as
an "ideal,." There appears to be significant improvement inythe:post-field test
Guidelines in terms of the readability of the questions and in the Information
Sources section, two areas that received much comment during the field'test.
(The alternate explanation is, of course, that the IRA4respondents ,were a more
sophistrated group, for whom these areas were less likely to be confusing than
they'were.to'typical school personnefi. Which, if-either, of theSeexplalikons
is closest to the'truth is difficult to determine.)

\ 8. FinWDraft. Although this phase o fthe project,is not covered by 'NIE funding,
or.does it fall within the activities of f-the grant, it is outlined here-for
closure purposes. As with the field test responses, the most worthwhile portions4
of the IRA review were the-comments item by item and major seFtion by section.

'These comments were recorded on large summary sheets and used to pull together -'

yet another revision of the, Guidelines. This-(hepel'ully) next' -to -final draft is

currently being reviewed and polished -by,Committee members and the proposed final
draft will be'submitted to the IRA Board of DireCtors in March. for approval.
This "final draft" version is the one thatuTill be referred to the IRA Publications
Committee, for dissemination as indicated in the Dissemination and Distribution
Plan below. '

*e
1

III,.' ANTICIPATED USES AND USEFULNESS OF THE GUWLINES

) . .
1.-

. 'It may be inStructive,to convey some qualWative perceptions gained during the
field stu concerning the anticipated usefulness of the Guidelines in the

Theseschool? These perceptions were obtained from the Comments and Reactions forms
or, more" ten, the interviews conducted on site by Committee,Members or Mary

.1
Seifert. Appendix F contains a summary orthe comments made by field test respon-

,
dents to the Cpnnnents and Reactions qUestien, "As a result ofsoing these Guide-

s i

lines, what specif4c changes, if any, woul4 You'make in any fture evaluation
.

I
1 A

activities in Whicflyou might participate?" This provides some indirect indications
.

if
the reactions of our; field reviewers as to the Guidelines'.usefulness. q

. .
. -

1
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Additional impressionistic viewS.conerrning the_ultimate utility Ofythe Guideline4
were obtained during the field-test site visits. Selectett reactions relevant to
this question are listed in Appendix G.0

jn geneial, qe wouldinake the following observations conce rning the anticipated
usefulness of the final. Guidelines: .46

1, The Guidelines as.a whole are too comprehensive for most local evaluations-, 4 't
Maximum usefulness will probably result if a small group of local personnel
select the relevant Portions of the Guidelines and the entire set is reduced to
some limited subsestrofitemsespecially pertinent locally.' This is now suggested
in .the Introduction. MOsi local`, non-evaluation people would probably find the
complete,set overwhelming and, therefore, not especially,helpful.

2. The two'primaryuses of theGuidelines will probably be:

,.

A. in reviewing plansvforan internal evaluation before the. evaluation
begins -- Looking for additiohal components to be considered. ,./..-

. r
B. in judging the quality of an external-tvaluation after(it has been

completed .. -

.
. /
. - .

We believe that, for t
i

hese two purposes, the Guidelines will be helpful.as a .

stand-alone 4ocument.for most districts.
.

' ._ :. .

3.: Xlse of the Guidelines for either the planning or evaluating function would
'probably be improved if an orientation to the topic and document was available.
We will continue to exploie this impression through the sessions we will be
-conducting over the next several months using the Guidelines (see Section V).

IV. ' PROJEG' FUND.ING AND STAFFING .
i

,

The project was funded for,the budgeted total of $11082. DeSpite greatly
increased travel costs during the contractperiod, the total cost to 'NIE of

$' 'this project was $9551.64:. Charges to NIE, compared with budget, were as ,

followei: C ./

4
Actual

Budget Expenditures
Personnel salaries/benefits, incl.

indirect costs $2,235 X1,640.02

Tratel
t 1

8,347 7,682..99,

Communications . 500 228.63 -\

$11082 $9,551.64 1

All-professional time for this project, with the except+ ofthat spent by'our
IRA H6.7144arters Assistant, was donated toIRA.t Records of this time were kept
by each Committee' member,and local field test coordinator during the project.
These times totaled to 137 professional days.. It is ckear that the project was
completed at a minimal cost to,NIEdue largely to the donation of time by these
concerned professiogls, all of whbm we.sincerely thank.



In addition to the'donated.time, an estimated $1600 of actual costs were. paid by
IRA and employers of the.COMMittee membeis and fielditest districts. These
expenses included mult 'ilith and othei'copying charges,' telephone and poStage,
.cIeiical and typing support, and miscellaneous supplies.

.1111
tir

Figuring donated staff ,time at an estimate& $150 per day, including benefits, and.
inelpding no additional overhead expenses; it its estimated that the total "cost"
of this larbject was over $31,000. 9.12y 30% of which was`charged back to NIE.
Projectgmuch.as this seem to be an ideal way for governmental agencies to derive
maximm impact for their shrinking contract/grant funds.

-4 V. DISSEMINATION Ag6'DISTRIBUTION PLAN

Clearly, the ultimate impact of our efforts wi I be determi edty the extent to
which the Gpidelin0 are disseMinated to the IRA membership t and interested others.
e have been keenly aware of this thrpughout our work on, he project.and have

already finalized the following plans: -

, *,t

A Presentationspnferences. Sessions have'been propoSed and accepted, for
presentation as of this date at three conferences. Presenters will be either
'Committee Ambers or participants in the fipld test. The currently scheduled
presentations are:

- .

MEETING DATE' PRESENTERa)

Illinoisft,eading Council March 18 -20, 1982 Ed Mulvaney .

ktchigan Compensatory Education August 19-20, 1982- Roger Farr, Susan Stu)r
irectors Workshop

qt.

;"New York State Reading Conference Novemier 3 -6, 1982, Mike Beck, Jan Str
Mary Seifert

All of these presentations will be workshop-type sessions in which the development
of the Guidelines-will be discussed, followed.by'a hands'-on discussion of the
Guidelines'with participants. Feedbaec from these sessions will assist IRA in

. additional refinement of the Guidelines for publication.-

In addition to these currently Scheduled sessionA0 two proposals for additional
presentkions axe planned. These presentations, *ill be at the IRA national
convention in Anaheim in May, 1983 and at he IRA Great, Lakes regional convent4A

rin'October, 1983. Attendance at these two conventions will exceed 20,000, thus
providing an excellentforum for the dissemination of the Guidelines. These
1983 presentations will be made using the final version of the Guidelines which,
hopefully, will have been publiihed by IRA by that time (see WOO. NIE's
support of the field test activities will be acknowledged in each professional
presentation made.'

B. Publications. The final draft of the Gdidelines will be submitted by the
Cpmmittee for approval at the April Board of Directors meeting. We will request
at that time through the Committee's Board Liaison, Alden Moe, that the
GLidelines be referred to the Publications Committee for printing and distribution.
Our intent is that the Guidelines be distributed in booklet form as a regular

511
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publication of IRA. For the several booklets of a similar nature already
puhlished by IRA, over 350,000 copies have been distributed. These booklets are
regularly promoted in various IRA publications received- by the Association's
50,080 individual and 20,000 institutional members.

A
a

Following approval, the Publications Committee will decide on the means of distri-
bution' for the Guidelines via the IRA publicitions system. , IRA will send a notice
of the availabilitycf,the Guidelines to each of IRA's State Coordinators, asking
-that the notice be published or distributed through whatever channels are appro-

. priate to the several hundred Local Councils. Filially, an article describing the
developillent of the Guidelines will be submitted to The Reading. Teacher or Journal
of Reading,, A journals, for publication. This article will also contribute to
the disseminationof the work to interested professionals. All of these efforts
should-eniare the wide distribution of the Guidelines ,totIRA members..

Copies of the Gilidelines-in their final form will. be submitted/to ERIC and toNIE
for possible distribution thiough the National Diffusion Network. IRA will also
announce the alfailability.of the materials to a wide variety of professional
educational associations with which'it maintains regular contacts. Th4se.groups
will include curriculum organizations such as the National Council o Teachers of
English and the Association or Supervision and'Curriculum Development;- research
organizations such as the American Educational Research Association, National
Council on Measurement in Education; the Evaluation Network; and other education
agencies siuch(as the Council for Exceptional Children, American Federation of ,

Teachers, 'National' Education Association' and the American Association of School
-Administrators. Finally the Guidelines will be shared by IRA with fellow metbers
of the National Consortium on Testing, a national group of over 40 professional
organizations concerned with test-related issues. All of these activities will,
broaden greatly the potential impact of the Guidelines on the genefal education
and research community.

st

I
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* APPENDIX A. Draft of Guidelines Used for the FieleTeSt
. - ;0.

INTERNATIONAL READING ASSOCIATION, 800 Barksdale Road PO Box 8139 laware1arl. 19711 USAE l

ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE POUR LALECTURE Telephone
. .vt 302 731 1600,

. ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE LECTURA
% Cable Readini.gNewark Delaware i

January 1981

r

COMMITTEE CORRESPONDENCE

STUDY OF 'READING PROGRAM EVALUATIONS COMMITTEE

A
Guidelines Fielq Test.

The purpose of the attached Guidelines document is to assist local
school district personnel in pianning,,cOMUCting, and interpreting
an evaluation of a reading progam. The Guidelines are designed
primarily to provide.a frame of reference for assessing the content
and scope of such an evaluation.

The format of the Guidelines is g set 9f etuestionl, followed by
boxes in which you wouldArespond "Yes" or "No" orl'tNot Applicable."
'Tlie.boxes are further 'divided into Planningghnd ort sections.
A given procedure might have been consider3d or cumente4 in the
,planning of an evaluation, but not intruded 4 the final report.
In such a case,' you would check "Yes" for' Planning and "No" under
Report. Obviously, other combinations of'responses are possible.
Questions that do not seem applicable toour local evaluation
efforts should be So checked. inally,you need not necessarily
feel constrained by the Yes -No format Wez4rovide. Other responses -

or 'annotatiansethat may be more appropriate for you should be used
if desired.

,It should be emphasized that we Ore not tryingto'evaluate any of ,

your local reports-or plans. Thus your actual'answers to the Guide-
lines questions are not our interest,'although we hope they will be
helpfuLto you in either plinAing or reviewing an evaluation. We
are simply looking for feedback from you concerning_how useful
these Guidelines are in your own local. situation --,:- and how we
might make them better.

/

A's you work thrOugh the Guidelines i terms of your local evaluation,
please feel' free to write any notes or ,comments.4rectly on any
questions or sections that are unclear, ambiguous, incomplete, etc.
Such comments' will be of-greatialue,to us when we revise and finalize
the draft. After you have comPeted work on the Guidelines, please
complete the "Comments & Reactions" pages at the end of this document.
Then return your comments and the annotated Guidelines to

Please return them by

Many thanks for your assistance with this project.

16
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GUIDELINES'FiliR 'REVIEWING EVALUATION REPORTS 1

40
The purpose of these guidelines is to assist individuals in the analysis

of reading progrim evaluations. It is important to realize thAt not 411

sections of

Conversely,

guidelinet.

this document will necessarily apply to a given, evaluation.
.4

Pertain evaluations might include content not addressed by these

It is ippotaitt, however, that the reading program being

evaluated isidescribed in 'terms of the program scope and sequence, and also0 4.,

in terms of its key elements. Inherent in this description would be a

statemet Rf the:

vurpose(s) of.the evaluation

-,focus of the evaluation

- local conditions or context in whicktlie evaluation occurred

procedures followed in conducting the evaluation
41r.

sources,ni ingormatibn used in the evaluation1

conclusions /recommendations based on the evaluation results

It should be noted that responses of "No" to questions in the guidelines

Even in excellent
'CIO not imply weaknesses in the.evalipation being reviewed.

and comprehensive evaluations, many questions might be answered "No", depending
.

on the purpose and scope of the given evaluation.

Meaningful evaluation always results in the improvement of instruction

fox students. It'is essentially a plan of/for action that gives perspective

to the curriculum.,

International Reading Association:-

Michael Beck (Fhair), Rebecca Barr,
Edward Smith, Susan Stnber

ti

-4

Study of -Reding Program Evaluations Committee

Roger Farr, Frank Ferris, Jerome Harste,
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I. PURPOSE
4

g o

The report should provide the reasons for the conduct ofthe evaluation% Included shoitd
be a statement of why the evaluation was being conducted and who decided on the advis-
ability and the purpose's of,the study.

-Is (Are) the reason(s) for conducting ihe'evaluation
explicitly stated?

-Was the purpose recorded before the evaluation
, took place?

1

ir

ti

:Was the purpose communicated to various con-
cerned groups prior to the' evaluation?

-Does the AporiNOndi6te who decided the evaluation
was advisable? r 4

4

-Is the degree to which various affected groups
agreed with the purpose(s) of the evaluation dis7
cussed?

7

-Are the probable outcomes of the evaluation suggested?

-Is there an indication-of what actions might be
taken based on'the various possible:Outcomes?

-Doesethe report indicate that these ,possible
actions,are realistic and practical?

.16411414

Planning Report

NO

Not

'APPLi,'YES NO' YES
.
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3.

II. FOCUS

The project, program, or the materials being evaluated should be described clearly andcompletely. This description should include such elements as the philoApphy, includinggoals, objectives.and definition of reading; as well as specifics such as time, site,
students, personnel, instructional-methods, and materials.

.1

1.

=If a "reading program" is being. evaluated, does the
evaluation focus on all aspects (text, other material,
personnel, methods, etc.) of the program?

-Is the "program" defined or explained?

-Is the primary focus of the evaluation clearly
presented?

-Does the evaluation state what aspects or pOr-
tigins of the program were not studied, and why?

-Are reasons for selecting these aspects and not
others explicitly stated

-Are different evaluation procedures applied,to
various portions of the program?

'Does the report indicate the time span of the eval-
uation in relation to the time span of the program
.described?

. .Is a reason given fot conducting the evaluation

during this particular time span?

-Is `the particular philosophy of reading instruction
,embodied in the program. stated For example: Is
reading seen as the reiordihg 'process of turning
graphic symbols into the sounds of'ou?langUage?
Is reading seen As the Acquisition of a set of
identifiable but discrete skills where mastery of
14wer-order shills is seen as prerequisitertb mastery
of Higher -ordets.'skills? Is reading seen as a whole-
language ,process in which meaning is central and #
particular skills are never isolated but become
iMportant-only as they relate to this focus on
meaning? ,

2

.Planning Report

NO .Applic
Not

YES YES

k ,'

i
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A. FUNDING .

. .
.. .

-Hag the schooldistrict examined. the funding pattern
af its reading,progri'm to determine the sources of its
funds? (Funding.sources amid include local dollars,
,CoMpensatory,edu4timn funds, grant money, alloca-
tions from state and federal'agencies, etc.)

-..

-Has the districfdeterminec(where and how those
.filnds are spent? (Basal series, support mate-
rials, salaries of reading teachers, staff
development:activities, library books, building
consultarits,'etc.)

B. SITES
,

,

-Are the sites (buildings or-classroomse-in which the
tvaluation took place described (in terms -of number,
representativeness, ,reasons for selection, etc.)?

. -Is the "program" essentially,identical across
sites?

-If not, isthe evaluation separated by site?

-Are the space/size and physical arrangements of
the sites and their potential effect on the pro-
gram considered in the evaluation?

C. STUDENTS

-Are relevant characteristics of the students in-
volved (e.g sex, age, entrecapabilities, language
diversity, past learning rate) described?

-Are these characteristics analyzed in the
evaluation?

-Is the stability of the group over the period
of the evaluation described?

-If More than one site is evaluated, are students
across'the different sites "comParable" interms
of releVant variables?

,

-Have stone students previously been involved with
this program?

;

-Was fe4dback provi,ded to students, concerning the
eValuatian?

-Are feedback procedurestdeicribed?

\ '

4.

Plahning Report

NO

. Not

APPli`YES NO' YES

,
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1

4

-I's 'the student-to-teacher or student-staff ratio
'included? '

D. STAFF

-Ate the general characteristics (number, role, age,
education, special training, experience, etc.) of the
staff presented?

-Are any of theseActors,analyzed as part of
the evtluatidn?

-Is the "managerial" or organizational scheme from
teacher to supervisor presented?,

-Was thil s heme'part of the evaluation?

I-Is the staff rate in selecting .and implementing the

a reading program described?

-Are staff development activities based on relevant
research and the identified needs of various levels
of personnel described?

' -Are criteria for determining staff development
activities for the district stated?

a

-II the'role of the staff in the selectioi of
staff development activities assessed?

-In' the evaluation of staff development
activities?

-IS staff'self-assessment part of the overall evalua-
tion? ,

1

feedback provided to staff concerning the evalua-
tion?

c

-Are feedback pryedures described?

E. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

-Is there a description of all instructional methods
being, evaluated?

-Isa ritionile given for the ofthose
patticular instructional methOUP.

.

-Is an attempt made.to match diagnosed Student
needs to appropriate instructional methods?.

-Are procedures'for selecting methods to
correspond to students needs. assessed?

Planning Report , Not

YES
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-Is.the degree of correspondence between the instruc-
tional.methods used and the district's philosophy of
learning tp read described?

Were a variety of instructional methods used
with students?

F. MATERIALS

-Are the materials and their important characteristics
le.g., length, difficulty,format,,previous use)
described? _

-Are the procedures and personnel involved in develop-
ing or selecting the materials indicated?

-

-Were the materials dev0 eloped for use in programs
similar to the one being evaluated?

-If not, is a rationale provided for their use?

-Were the materials used` essentially in their entirety?

41* -.Were changes or adaptations made in the materials
for program use? .

-Is there a description given ofhow the portions
to be used were selected?

-Are previous evaluations of these materails in
similar settings available?

r * A,
sp,

are,

summarited or referred to?

-Is the relationship between instructional materials
and strategies-used and the district's reading pro-
gram goals described?

6.

4
Planning Report Not

ApplicYES NO YES NO

.1

I ti

ti

-Has the appropriateness of the materials to the
goals of the program beendetermined?

-Are the procedures used in the making of
this determination di4.custed or referented?,

-Are procedures described for selecting materials to
correspond to student needs

(.

1



7.

III. LOCAL CONDITIONS .41
Exceptional conditions occuring during the evaluation period should be carefully des¢ribed
so the findings of the evaluation can be interpreted in light of them. Such internal
descriptions should enable the reader to judge whether the findings might be similar in
othet contexts and'should provide clear limitations to the generalizability of the resultsof other situations.

Report Not

-Are any exceptipnal.local conditions described that
might have affected materially the evaluation?

-Did the context of the evaluation provide a true
picture of the - reading, rogram?'

st,

-If not, was this accounted for in describing
the limitations or interpretations of the study?

-Were staff members and students aware of the evalua-
tion while it was being conducted?

-If so, is thore reason to believe such aware-
ness may have Signifj.cantly altered, the evalua-
tion?

-Were the significant internal "political" factors
impacting the program at the time the evaluation was
conducted? A

-If so, are the results of the evaluation dis-
cussed in termsof the potential impact of these
factors?

- Were there any special personnel factors'that

joight.have affected the evaluation -- e.g., a
teacher strike, staff firings, student problems,
new key administrators?

- If so, is the potential impact of these factors
discussed?

4

-Were there any-special physical factors that might
have,affected the evaluation -- e.g., facility
problems, late delivery of materials, routine
start-up problems?

-If so, is the potential impact of these factors
discussed?

- Were then % any important social or community factors
that might have affected the evaluation -- e.g.,
school bond issues, exceptional local economic con-
ditions, school legal issues?

-If SQ) is the potential impact of those factors
discussed?

23
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IV. PROCEDURES

-Is the design of the evaluation described in
sufficient detail such thaethe study could -

essentially be replicated, given only the informa-
tion pliented?

, -Are limitations ofthe procedures discussed?

-Did the evaluation include an analysis of special
subgroups.of,students control and experiental
'groups, Title I iid non-Title \students)?

-If so, is the evaluation designed to determine
whether any results are a direct reflection of
the reading program?

:Would Similar changes have resulted with no
special program or from the instruction normall
provided?

-Is thts possibility controlled for or dis-
cussed in the report?

-Is the evaluation designed to isolate.Xey components
of the reading program for urther analysis?

alas a timeline for the evaluation established during
the planning stages?

-If so, is evidence presented thaip the timeline
was followed, or are significant" departures
noted?

-Is (Are) the person(s) who conducted the evaluation
identified?

-Is a clear description of the role and duties of the
evaluator(s) given?

-Are reasons pregentedfor the selection of the
evaluator(s) presented?

,J

-Did staff have a role in selecting the evaluators?

-Are ;here other datl indicating support for the
evaluation?

-Are the evaluators' biases (methodological or
\ instructional) noted?

-Is there evidence that biases are controlled or
minimized?

8.

Planning Report Not

ApplicYES NO YES NO
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' V. PROCEDURES (Continued)

Classify the evaluator(s) as: Internt (permanent district employees)
External (outside consultants)
"Mixed" (Internal and External)

Now cqpplete the appropriate sections below; Part A for Internal evaluators
Part "B for External evaluators
Part A & efor "Mixbd" evkluators

A. INTERNAL. EVALUATORS

-Are the evaluators staff members of the program
being studied?

-Are their previous expeiiences with similar
types of evaluations described?.

-Is evidence presented concerning their
technical expertise (in evaluation and
in reading)? (

-Is evidence presented concerning the
ability of the person(s) to evaluate
objectively the reading program? 0

B. EXTERNAL EVALUATORS

-Has the person had previous experience evaluating
programs of a similar nature?

-Is there evidence of qualification in terms
of knowledge of reading, instruction, and
evaluation?

-Is the evaluator pcessible for follow-up
consultation?

-Is an explanation given of why this persdn
was selected for the project?

-Does tie report indicate who
the district had a role in choosing
this evaluator?

-Was the amount of time the person spent in the
district studying the- program specified?

9.

Planning
Not
ApplifYES NO .YESI ,NO
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V.. INFORMATION SOURCES

:file evaluation should de tribe as completely as practieal)the.sources of the information
used in the report. Included should'be a description,of the various. sources of data
used in the evaluation, the characteristics of these instruments qr procedures, and why
they were included. ."

A. DATA COLLECTED

-Are idterpretations in the evaluation based on
multiple sources of, information -- both quan-
titative and qualitative? (e.gi., attitu4e,
achievement, ability test results; interviews;
questionnaires, rating forms)

t

-Is quantitative evidence summarised Clearly?'

-Is the meaning of any statistical tests
discussed?

-Is educational significance of the result
discussed?

-Are qualitative data included?

-Are they summarized clearly?

-Are conclusions based solely orprimarily on
single sets of data?

-Do other data support the conclusions?

-Are any longitudinal data provided to
support the conclusions?

'-Ate suggestions made for follow-up data

'collection tp collaborate the results of to
,analyze long-term trends?

-Werejdak collected from all involved groups
(students, teachers, parents, various admin-
istrators, board of education)?

-Were data gathered as near the beginning and
end'of the period to beevaluated as possible

-Would additional data concerning learn ,g or

attitudes -- of students or professionai-staff --
have been impTipt to the evaluation?

-If achievement test data,are included; is a
rationale given for the specific test that was
used?

2 ()

Planning Report Not
YES NO NO ikpplic
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A. AA COLLECTION (Continuih

-Is evidence provided that the test content
matches that of the instructional program?

this test series typically used -in the
system?

-If not, is,the reason for its use in the
evaluation presented?

-Werpdata analyzed and/or reported interms of
thel aporfant pumas of the evaluation?

/0

-Was the level at which results were
summarized consistent both'with the
.purpOse; of the evaluation and the
instruments included? (e.g., a "reading
comprehension" test was used, but reafts
were applied to a phonics, instructional

prograi.)
ifs

-Are summaries provided of the results of each.

set of information collected?

-Is some evidence provided of "quality control"
in the collection of the -data?

-In the analysis or processing .ef the data?

B. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS-0F THE DATA

Validity

1. -Iga rationale provided for the selection and
use of the instruments included iti thl evaluation?

-Is some docum- ,con givel,for the validity of
the instruments us for therpurposes they
serve kn the evalua ion?

.-For achievement measures, isoviidence of

content validity '(appropriate match of pro-
gram and test co ovidedl

-For *ability or aptitude meal es, is there
evidence or criterion or othe appropriate

-For other measures (e. g. ,, gtioairps,
surveys, attitude instrnMen s), IS' some
evidence of'xalidity or sound instrument
construction procedures presented?

U.

Planning Report Not

Applic
.

YES. NO YES NO

.k-

.

.
,

\
.

--..

#
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----
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B. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICSIOF THE DATA

Validity (Contipued)

-For instruments constructed specifically for
. this evaluation, is there evidence of any
validation or tryoUt procedures of the measure,
during its construction?

-Was there a pilot testing or tryout of
such instruments. before their use in the
program?

Reliability

-If any instruments used were constructed
:specifically or modified significantly for this
evaluation, is reliability evidence presented?

-If not,does the construction (question
clarity, length, required tasks) suggest
that the information obtained is reliable?

.:Werd reliaOility dala collected as part .of the
evaluation or in a Separate study?

-If in a separate study, is there evidence
that the setting and groups used for cal-
culating reliability were similar to
those of the evaluation?

-If published instruments were used, are reli-
ability data available?

-Were the data gathered on groups comparable
to those being evaluste4?

A
....If not, were re liabilities provided

for the evaluation sample?

H

2L

12.

''Planning Report Not

ApplicYES NO YES, NO

r

4

.

r

.

4



VI. CONCLUSIONS
04'

The summary cff the valuation report should present the assumptions mde in the evalua-tion and the conclusions reached. Such conclusions need not all be supported by alIsets of data collected; nevertheless, conclusions should be referenced to the resultswherever possible. Conclusions not supported by, the data -should be clearly. identified.
Finally, a good report should conclude with a proposed plan of action for either
implementing the recommendations or initiating appropriate follow-up action.

- Does the report contain a complete list of
assumptions made in designing and conducting
the evaluation? (e.g., itis assumed that the
XYZ Reading Test is an adequate and complete
measure of comprehension.) /

- Does the report clearly'state the conclusions
reached?

Planning Report .

-Are the conclusions reached directly tied
to the,results obtained from the evalua-
tion? $

-Are the evaluation results that yielded
inconclusive findings clearly indicated?

-If generalizations or interpretations are
made that are not based on sqiid data, 'are
they clearly ladled as such

-For each conclusion drawn, are the "supportive
evidence -- qualititive and/or quantitative --
for this conclusion referred to?

-Do the conclusions follow naturally from
what was actually measured?

.6o the conclusions include the reasoning
that led to them?

-Are inconclusive areas indicated and

reasonable interpretations provided for
these?

4

-A other reasonable interpfetations
provided?

Are limitations of the evaluation presented
frankly? -

-Are these conclusions stated in a manner that -
leads tp a plan of action?

-Is evidence available to sho,4 that a relevant
action play has been established and put,into
practice?

-YES NO YES NO

Not ;

Wpplig

1

4*



14.

CONCLUSIONS (Continued)

-Is program staff aware of the intended
implementation of any findings including
new goals, programs,"rocedures, materials,
appropriate timelines, staff development
activities, etc.

-Are conflicting points of view concerning the
program and the evltiation'results presented
fairly?

- °

-Are "minority.' views represented?

-Does the report explain why these views
are not considered "correct," without
attacking thesesviews in a non-objective
manner? .

-Is some assurance giVen that the report was not
modified against the best judgment of the
evaluator to reflect the views of school staff 11
with vested interest concerning the program?

-Have the evaluators analyzed and interpreted-
specific'results Sri light of the broader parr
ispective'of readingandthe teaching of reading?

-Is there a plan for the dissemination of informa-
tion derived from the evaluation?

I

4'

3 0

Planning Report

NO

Not .

ApplicNO YES

1

1

r

4
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.APPENDIX -B. Summary of Comments on Field Test Guidelines by Local
r. District ReViewers 19.)

-Name:

(OPTIONAL)

Q Title:

:COMMENTS & REACTIONS

i

I. In'order to be useful for different types of evaluations, these Guidelines
must be clear, concise,, and comprehensive. Please give your opinion on the
following points. Feel fir to suggest changes or additions or deletions.

A) Are the Guideline questions readable?

B) Is the intent of -the questions clear?

C) 'Is the organization of the topics clear'

D) Are the individual Guidelinesksufficiently nontechnical?

E)- Are the criteria realistic..fdr a typical school evaluation?

F) Are the Guidelines comprehensive?

F) Is the coverage too broad for a typical school evaluation?

Very

5

6

3

Somewhat No

.1 2

2

Please comment on any of the Above:

I

II. Indicate below your judgment of the usefulness of the'Guidelines in your
own situation.

Very Adequate Adequate Inadequate
A) .To what extent would you find-the Guidelines

useful for: '

1. Planning an evaluation?

2. Conducting an evaluation? 9

3.InterpAtting an evaluation?,

Comments:

k

31



Rate each of.the
.

major section's of the Guidelines in
terms of,its usefulness in gaining or interpreting --

-I, an 'evaluation report:,
. .

. .

-Very Adequate Adequate Inadequate
I)' Purpose

1 15 2

II) Focus . 4 12 c

III)° Local Conditions
6 'P 3

IV) Procedures A.
11

,
r

V) Information Sources'
7

...

9 1., 40, 6'

V;) Concinsions
12

4 ,
4

III., What would y44-insider the-mfjoi-strengths
and weaknesses of the Guidelines

'in their 92:yet form?

Strengths:
-4

provides a good base; thdrough; Sections and II are excellAt;

well-organized.;,,prelevant-; very systematic

Weaknesses: language and wording; technical; time-consuming; criteria too,broad;

too cpmplex for typical school; neglect of 'teacheritrocess variables

IV. Can you suggest any additionai questions or important arias that should be
included in the Guidelines?

.Needs section on use of accepted practicese

Needs more examples

Follot-tip should be included

A

How are Student needs assessed

V. As a result of using these Guidelines, at specific changes, if any, would
yoh make in any future evaluation acts tits in which you might participate?
Look at more aspects o' the reading "program"

00"

Better dissemination procedures

Demand a more thorough and systematic job by the outside groupnow I know what .to
f-r 4n azood

let more input from all involved groups

"0-1:0

THANK YOU VERY MUCH, 'FOR YOUR COMMENTS.

16.
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'APPENDIX C. Draft of Final IRA Guidelines

L.A.A. GUIDELINES FOR REVIEWING EVALUATION REPORTS.

7/81 Draft

The purpose of these guidelines.iiq assist individuals in the analysis

of reading program evaluations. It is important to realize that not all

It Psections of thA document will necessarily apply to a given evalu ion.

CcInversely, certain evaluations 'might include content not addresydby
,

a
these guidelines. It is important, howeverthat the reading program

being evaluated is described in terms of the program scope and sequence,

4
and also in terms of its key elements. Inhexteit in(this description

,would be a statement
V
or the:

r purpose(s), of the evaluation'

- focus of the evaluation

.4

4
- procedures followed in conducting the evaluation,

squi-les of *formation us ed in the evaluation

-%- conclusions /'recommendations based on thekevaluation r cults

r4
'

Responses of "No" to questions in the guidelines do not imply weaknesses

In the evaluation beingrevitwed: Even in excellent and comprehensive

evaluations, many questions might be answered "Nq ", depending on the

purpose and scope of the giVen evaluation.

Meaningful evaluation always results in the improvement of instruction

for students. A useful evaluation is essentially a plan for action that

gives perspective to the curriculuv.

International Reading Association - Study of Reading Program Evaluations
Committee

Michael Beck (Chair), Alden, Moe (Board Liaison), Rebecca Barr, Roger Farr,
Frank Ferris, Gerald Maring, Edward Smith, Susan Stuber

33



2.

I. PURPOSE

The report should provide the reasons for the conduct of the evaluation. Included
should be'a statement of why the evaluation was Conducted and who decided on the
advisability and the purposes of the study. NOT w.

'
e

YES 'NO APPLIC.
A. The reason (s) for conducting the evaluation is (are)
explicitly stated.

-The purpose was recor4ed,before the evaluation took
place.

1
- The purpose was communicated to various concerned
groups prior to the evaluation.

B. The report indicates who decided to conduct the
evaluation.

C. Probable outcomes of the evaluation are suggested.

- Actionzthatmight be taken based on the varioua
posSible outcomes are indicated.

The report indicates that these possible actions
are realistic and practical.

4

J.

7,4

o
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3.

II. FOCUS

L .
.

The project, program, or the materials evaluated should be described clearly and
completely. The description should include such elementi as the philosophy,
including goals, objectives and definition of reading; as well as specifics such
as time, site, students, personnel, instructional methods and materials.

NOT

A. The primary focus of the valuation is clearly presented.

-If a reading progrTil is being evaluated, the evaluation
focuses on all important aspects (text,iersonnel,
methods, etc.) of the program. -

a

-The "reading program" is defined or explained, detailing'
all components.

-The evaluation states what aspects or portions of the
program were not studied, and why.

. I

-Different evaluation procedures are used with various
po'rtions of the pnogram.,

B. .A.reason is given for conducting the evaluation during
this particular time span.

C. The particular philosophy of reading instruction
embodied in the program is stated.

.64
D. FUNDING

The funding-pattern of the reading'program as been examined
to determine the sources of its funds. (Funding sources
could include local dollars, state/federal allocations,-etc.)

-The evaluaiion includes an analysis of where and how
funds are spent (eA., basal series, support mate-

/ 'rials, salaries, staff-development activities, library
books, consultants)`.

E. SITES

Building or classroom sites in which the evaluation
took place alFe described In terms of number, representa-
tiveness, reasons for selection, etc.

^.F

-The "program" is essentially identical across.sites.

-If not, the evaluation is separated by site.

5

YES NO APPLIC.



A

L9 GAL CONDITIONS

Exceptional conditions occurring dur ng the evaluation
'period are described so the find gs of the evaluation

. can be interpreted.in light/Of them. .Such descriptions
should enable-the reader to judge whether the findings
might be similar in- ,other contexts and'provide clear

limitations to the generalizability of the results to
othei situations.

The setting in which the evaluation took place provided
a true picture of the feeding program.

-If not, this was accounted for in debcribing the
limitations or interpretations of the study.

Were staff members and students aware of the evaluation
while it was being condlkted?,

-If so, might this awareness have significantly
altered the evaluation?

Any exceptional local con tions that might have affected
the evaluation are desc ed.. (4.g. personnel factors
such as strikes or fir gs; physical factors such aslacility
or start-up problems; or social/community'factors such as
bond issues or exceptional economic conditions.)

-The potential impact of any of these personnel, physical,

or social factors is discussed in the evaluation.

.

G. STUDENTS

Relevant characteristics of the students involved as sex,
age, entry capabilities, language-diversity, etc. are
described.

-These characteristics are analyzed in the evaluation.

The stability of'the group Over the period of the evaluation
is described.

Students across the different:laites are "comparable" in terms'
of relevant variables.

-The method for determining comparability is described.



,yt

H. STAFF

The number, role, education, experience, other relevant
characteristics of the staff are presented.

The "managerial" or,organizational scheme from teacher'to
supervisor is presented.

The staff rolein selecting and implementing the reading
program istdescribed.

Staff development activities were provided for personnel
involved,with the program.

\\14The role of thestaff in the selection of staff
development activities is discussed,

feedback was providedopo staff concerning the evaluation:

- Feedback procedures are described.

I. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS

Are instructional methods being evaluated?

-If:so, these methods are described.

r

.1"*.

1-A.rationale is given for the use of those particular
instructional methods.

-An attempt is made to diagnose student needs and
match students to appropriate instructional methods.

A variety of instructional methods were used with students.

-The correspondence between methods used and the
district's philosophy of reading is described.

I

t

37

5.

YES NO
NOT

APPLIC.
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J. MATERIALS

Materials used in the program and their Important character-
istics (e.g., length, difficulty, format, previous use,
commercial/unpublished) arp described.

S

The procedures and personbel involved in developing or
selecting the materials are indicated.

The materials used were developed for use in comparable
situations and with comparable student groups.

-Any changes, adaptations, or use of selected portions
of the materials are described.

"Previous evaluations of these materials, if any, in similar
settings are summarized or referred to.

The relationship among instructional materials, strategied
used, and the district's reading program goals is described.

-The appropriateness of the materials to.the goals
dr' the program has been determined.

-Procedures used in making this,,determination are
discussed or referenced.

4

6.

YES NO

r

NOT

APPIAC

4



L

III.. PROCEDURES'

The procedures and/ clr experimental design used in the evaluation should be discussed
in enough detail so readers can judge the appropriateness of the conclujions rei.Fhed.

..,....4/valuators should be named, along with a description of how they becamt associaTU
with the evaluation and their relevant bactcground and experiences.

A. The design of the evaluation is described in sufficient
detail to enable its replication.

-Limitations of the procedures are discussed:

B. .The evaluation ncludes an analysis of different groups
of students (e.g., c trol and experimental groups, Title, I
and non-Title I student

-Would similar changes have resulted in the absences of
the 'special program or as a result of the instruct-
ion normally provided?

-Is this possibility controlled for or discussed in
the report?

C. A timeline for'the evali*tion was established during the
planning stages.

3^).

-The timeline was folloiied or significant departures.,
are noted.

D. The evaluator(v) is (are) identified.

-A clear description of the role and duties of the
evaluator(s) is given.

--Reasons for the selection ofthe evaluator(s) are
given.

-The evaluators' biases (methodological,or
instructional) are noted.

YES NO
NOT)

ApP,Lic.



8.

III. PROCEDURES (continued)

Clas§ify the evaluator(s)
.

as: Internal (permanentdistrict employees)
I External

,

(outside consultants)
"Mixed" (internal `and external)

Complete the appropriate sections below: Part E for Internal evaluators
Part Flor External evaluators
Part E & F for "Mixed" evaluators

i/
E. INTERNAL EVALUATORS

Are the evaluators also staff members of the.program
being studied?

,v

Their previous experiences with similar types of
evaluations are described.

- Evidence is presented concerning their
technical expertise (in evaluation and in

reading).

- Evidence is presented concerning their ability
to be objective in their exaluation of the
program. .

F. EXTERNAL EVALUATORS

The evaluators have had previous experience studying
programs of a similar nature.

-Evidence of expertise in reading,
evaluation is presented.

- The evalUators are accessible for
consultation.

instruction, and

follow-up

=gil explanation is given of why the evaluators were
'selected for the project: .

-The report indicates which district personnel
had a role in choosing the evaluators.

-Data indicating staff and administrator support
for the'evaluator arepresented.

The amount of time the evaluators spent both in the district
- and in total studying the program' is specified.

0

YES
NOT /

.
NO APPLIC.

4
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OF
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-.A.i

V. INFORMATION SOURCES;

r ..
,t, ,The report should describe as complefely.a0-..practical the'sources of the information

used in the evslustion..'Included Showg.d be a'descriptiOn of the data used, the_
characteristiCs Of-these instrumentlikor procedures, and why 't

:21, 1
______

.
.

..-

A. DATA COLLECTED

Interpretations in'the evaluation are based. on
multiple sources of information -- both,quan-
;titative and qualitative (e.g.i awitude, .-

achievement', ability test results; interviews';'
questionnaire6; rating forms).

.

. .

.:--QuantitAtive evidence is summarizeclearly.

-The meaning of any statiptiCaltests is
' . .discussed

.

r -Educational implications of the results,
.WreQscussed:

- Qualitative data are'included.

. -They are summalized clearly.

-Conclusions are based solely oriprimarily on
-single sets f data.,

"Suggestions are made f r.follow-u .dhta collecti
to collaborate the results or to analyze longTte
trends. ...

off

Data were col At from a31 involved groups (e.g:,
ittidents, teachers parentsarious administrators,

Iy .,

,boara 'of education).

.

The time at wh to were collecteAa spdcified.,

Thle maiier in which results are,summarizild is
A

consistent both with the purposes of the evaluation.
and the instrument's included (e.g., a "reading:
comprehension" test was used,, but results were

- applied to a phonics instructional program).

Summarlepeare provided of th
of information collected.

. t

ir Evidence is prOided of,"quality control" in the
collection of the data.

s tn the analigsis or -Processing of, the data.
* * ,

41

ults-of each set

1 ,

, S- NO
MOT-..
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O

B. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA

Validity

A rationale is provided for t section.and.usu Of .

'the instruments incQuded in the evaluation.

40Or
Documentation is gi en of the validity of the '

instruments used for, the pdrposes they serve in
the evaluation.

-If an achieveient test was used, evidence is
provided" that the test cottent closely matches
that of the-instructional program.

The test series used in the evaluation is typically
used in the system.

4
.

- If not, reasons for its use in the evaluation
are specified.

0
9

For locally developedqnstruments, evidence is provided
of.validation procedures of the measure during its
zonstruction. f - .

.4 4

-Such instruments were.pilot tested before their
upe in the program. \

Reliability

For instruments used that were constructed specifically or
'modified Significantly for this evaluation, reliability
evidence is* presented.

r

A
If published 'instruments were used, reliability

S data are reported.

-D to were gathered on,Kodps comparable-'to
those being evalued.

- If not, does the construction (question clarity,
length, required tasks) suggest that the informs:
tion Obtained is reliable?

- If ,dot, reliability data are provided for

the sample of students used in the evaluation

4?

. -10.

4,
19

'

YES NO
NOT

NAPPLIC.

1
,

C- .

8

r
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11.

V. CONCLUSIONS
40,

The summary should present the assumptions made in the evaluation and the
conclusions reache Conclusions need not all be. supported by all sets of
data collected; never heless, conclusions,should'be referenced to the results
wherever possible. onclusions not supported'by the data should be clearly
identified.- FifilTIY,-a good report concludes with a proposed plan of action

afor either implementing the recommendations or initiating appropriate follow-
.up action..

The report contains a-complete list of assumptions
tadin designing, and conducting the evaluation
(e.g., it is assumed that the 'XYZ Reading Test is
aniedequdte and complete measure of comprehension).

0

The report clearly states the conclusions reached.

Conclusions reached are 1lLted to the
results obtained from the evaluation.

Results that yielded inconclusive findings
are clearly indicated.

,r -Generalizations or interpretations,made that
are not-based on solid data, are Clearly
labeled as such.

For each concl ion drawn, the supportive evidence --
qualiti r,quantitative -- is referenced.

.-The conclusi

actually meaA e

0
- The conclusions

to them.

.follow from what was
d.

include the reasonpg-thaeled

-Inconclusive areas are indicated and reasonable
interpretations provided for these,

-Limitations of the evaluation_are presented.

-Conclusions are stated in a mariner.th At leads
to a plan of action.

Evidence is provided to shoW that a relevant plan

0of action his been established and implemented.-

- Program staff is aware of the intended Implementation
, of any findings including new goals, procedpres,
'mAtfrials, timelines4,Activities, etc,,

Cotflicting'points ofview concerning the kogram and'ihe
1Nluation results are presented fairly.

tig

YES
N3T

NO APPLIC.

44.



4.

Y. CONCLUSIONS (Continued)
'

-"Minority" views are repiesented,

'-The report presents evidence as,to why
these views are not considered "correct,"
without attacking these views in.a, -
objective manner.

Some assurance is given that the report was not
modified to reflect the viewspof'school staff
having vested interest concerning the program..

The is a concrete plan'foi dissemination'of e.
results of the evaluatibn tall conCerned.grou
(e.g.,-students, staff,',,the public).

,

O

,'4

S

4

' f

YES NO
NOT

APPLIC.

_
.

7
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APPENDIX D. Memo to IRA Committee Reviewers of Draft Final Guidelines
, . .

, .
.

INTERNATIONAL: READING ASscCIATION.'300 3ao<scale Road. "C 3c.. i''.? *.ewarx :0e.aeov. --:,'" .7:t
ASSOCIATION iNIIEFINAT1ONALE POUR LA LECTURE elecho"e :02 0"i0C
ASOC1ACION NTERNACIONAL DE LECTURA

1 i :awe Reading Newark Delaware

September -2, 1981

*
MEMO TO IRA COmmittee Members

, .

FROM: Michael D....4Beck, Chair

Committee for the Study OPReading Program Evaluations

RE: Guidelines for Reviewing-Evaluation Reports

Over the past seteral months; the Committeelor the 6tudy of Reading A
Program Evaluations has been working on a set of "Widelines" for
reviewing evaluation reports. This Oork, which excluded a field
tesVinvfour.school systems, was supported by a grant from the

Institute of Education. The feedback we received from. the
fieldPtest participantswas-used to revise an earlier draft of the
enclosed Guidelines.

We would greatly appreciate your assistance at this stage of our
work. Will you please critically review the enclosed draft, making
any comments or suggestiOnq directly on the.document? Your sugges-
tions might be of an editorial or wording nature, or more substantive

.--either are welcome. After you have completed the review, please
fill out the short "Comments & Reactions" at the end of the docUment.
The total-amount of time this review'will take from your busy sched-
ule should not exceed 60 minutes. Again, feel free'to respond both
on the pages of the Guidelines and on the "Comments & Reactions"
section the end.

/
.

It is important that we receive your reactions no later than Septem-
ber 24, .136 they can Joe-taken into account in our final draft. Please
Use the enclosed envelope to return the Xcument before that-date.
Thank you for your valued assistance.

MDBiss

EnClo4res

a P

45
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APPENDIX E. Summary of Comments on Draft,of Final Guidelines by IRA
Codnittee Members (N = 41)

r
Name:(

tommfttee:

COMMENTS & REACTIONS

O

I. In order to be useful for different types of evaluations, these Guidelines
must be clear, concise, and comprehensive.- Please give your opinion on the
following points. Feel free to suggest changes or additions or deletions.

A) Are the Guideline questions readable?

Very Somewhat No

2 -79

B) Is the intent of the questions clear? 27 10

C) Is the organization of the topics clear? 32 5 1

D) Are the individual Guidelines sufficiently non-technical? 28 9 1,

E) Are the criteria realistic for a typical school evaluation? 18 15 . 3 2
F) Are the Guidelines comprehensive?

32 6
G) Ise the coverage too broad for a tyiical school evaluation?

7 18 11 2

Please comment on any of the above ?fa; be too comprehensive

Stylistic/editorial/format suggestions (5

II. Indicate below your judgment of the Guidelines' usefulness in a typical school,
situation,

A)

y

Very Adequate Adequate Inadequate
To what extent would you find the,Guide-, ../

lines useful'for: ,

, , 1. Planning an evaluation?
. 0 27 11 -. 0

2. ConduOting an evaluation? -20 15 ,

3. Interpreting an evaluation? ,

23 12 2
. iJ

Comments: Tys is a good "Modl" )ci.r an example of the "id*eal"
,

that should be kept in mind while planning/executir:g an evaluations(

p

4f$



B) How might the practicality of the Guidelines for a typical school be improved?

Reduce'the length (2)

Set/indicate Priorities on thealisicae.g. "essential", "suggested")=

C) Rate each of the major.sections of the Guidelines in terms of its usefulness
in. planning or interpreting.an evaluation report:

.I)

II)

III)

IV)

V),

Purpose

FOCUS'

Procedures

Information Sources

Conclusions ,

Very Adequate Adequate Inadequate

18'

18

2;

.23

23

15

15

13

10

9

1

II, cWhat would you consider the major strengths and weaknesses of the Guidelines
in the current forp2

Strengths: *Comprehensiveness/spope (16).

Clarity (4)
S.

Weaknesses: Length

Format; wording (4)

IV. Can you suggest any additional topics or important areas that should be-included
in the Guidelines?

None (5)

Individual comments and suggestions (5) °

V. Can you suggest any particular section of the Guidelines that should be
eliminated, rewritten, or modified substantially?

-
None (4)

Individual cor4mnts and suggestions (6)

47
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR COMMENTS
Please return the Guidelines and 'this.form"to Mary Seifert at IRA headquarters,.
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APRENDIX.F

Field Test Reviewers' Comments On Question 5: "As a result of using
these Guidelines, wha; changes, ifkany, Would you make in future evaluation

activities in which you might participate?

I think this would. havlibeen exceptionally valuable if we had had it before we
began. It could serve as an outline of things to be sure were considered --
even if we excluded them.

eElierything in this document should be included in the planning of an evaluation.

If wehad an external' evaluation, this would be very valuable in evaluating its
quality.

I'would be sure we recorded our plahs for followup before We started; and I'd
record specific plans to implement (or refute) the reports' recommendation.

This provided a good base to analyze Our reading program valuation.

I would demand that our report be more specific and look at more aspects of our
."program."

I failed to realize the many things we have not been including in our plans tb
date. These are far more comprehensive than we were being. I think we
can do a better job now.

I'd realize better how limited we've been in the past -- definitely conduct a
thorough internal evaluation, since our external once leave much to be
desired. I guess we sort of'knew that before, but this shows us clearly.

I would demand a more systematic, thorough evaluation job
tractor -- now I know what to look for in a good job

We would more seriously consider long -reap followup and a

overall reading program and we'd get more imput from

by the external con-

broader look at the
all involved groups.

More comprehensive planning and reworking; better dissemination of information;.
more use in a formative sense to revise ongoing programs.

Excellent planning tool -- I'd uie it mostly as we planned the effort so we didn't
leave out important elements.

I'd give more attention to equitable input from those involved in preparing the
evaluation, those whose program is being evaluated, and those who will
implement changes based on the, evaluation.

I'd feel comfortable judging the quality of an vternal evaluation -- or'one I
didn't work on -- if I could use this document. It provides a focuS.or
outline of what to look for.
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APPENDIX G

Interview'' Comments Durifig Field Test: Recommendations
Concerning Local Uses-Of the Guidelines:-

I would select portions of the Guideline -- notAry to use them all -- Choose
the sections most,pejevant to our study before beginpingc

-"I'd use all but the technical section (Information Sources) as a guide 4n
_ conducting the evaluation.

*go
We probably don't have the'technical-expertise to ensure it, but I'd try to take

. as puch of this into accodatlin our planning as possible.

I would have our evaluation, committee screen the set to select the most appropriate
questions for us.

I'd select the sections we'd consider to be "high priority" and Concentrate on
them rather than attempting to Use it in its entirety..

/

I think'these are best used as a laundry list that our evaluation committee can'
vise to select a subset of items that fit our needs best. I'd suggest such.
a step in the Introduction.

How could we get some training'dn how to use this? If one of our group was
trained, he or she could help the rest of s.

I'd mark the key parts and leave the rest as bt.ckup -- not irrelevant, perhaps,
but less important for our purpose,.

Without someone who had a better technical and evaluation background to help us,
I doubt that we could make optimum use ,of the Guidelines.

One set of written Guidelines will never provide all the awers, but this gives
us a sood checklist.

I

I'd ask any outside contractor to work through this with us so we could'reach
agreement on what they'd do for us.
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